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The structures of both the native holo-HCV NS3/4A protease domain and the protease domain with a serine
139 to alanine (S139A) mutation were solved to high resolution. Subsequently, structures were determined
for a series of ketoamide inhibitors in complex with the protease. The changes in the inhibitor potency were
correlated with changes in the buried surface area upon binding the inhibitor to the active site. The largest
contribution to the binding energy arises from the hydrophobic interactions of the P1 and P2 groups as
they bind to the S1 and S2 pockets [the numbering of the subsites is as defined in Berger, A.; Schechter,
I. Philos. Trans. R. Soc. London, Ser. B1970, 257, 249-264]. This correlation of the changes in potency
with increased buried surface area contributed directly to the design of a potent tripeptide inhibitor of the
HCV NS3/4A protease that is currently in clinical trials.

Introduction
Approximately 170 million people worldwide are infected

with the hepatitis C virus (HCV), the etiologic agent of non-A
non-B hepatitis.1 Current combination therapy of pegylated-
interferon-R and ribavirin gives 70-80% sustained virological
response against most genotypes, but only 40% against genotype
1.2 Consequently, the discovery of more effective anti-HCV
agents has been a major objective of pharmaceutical companies.
Extensive biochemical and structural studies have been per-
formed on the NS3/NS4A serine protease and the NS5B RNA
polymerase. Significant progress has been made in the structure-
based design (SBD) of inhibitors of these enzymes as sum-
marized in a review.3 Herein, we will focus on the SBD of
inhibitors of the HCV NS3/NS4A protease and refer to it simply
as the HCV protease.

There have been several studies of the three-dimensional
structure of HCV protease, including the holo-enzyme and
inhibitor complexes. There are now several released crystal
structures of the HCV protease in the PDB from genotype 1
utilizing one of three strains, BK(1b), H(1a), and J(1b) strains.
The first crystal structure (H strain) revealed that the protease
has a chymotrypsin-like fold, a classical Asp-His-Ser catalytic
triad, and the NS4A cofactor intercalated within aâ-sheet of
the enzyme core [1A1R].4 A simultaneous publication of just
NS3 without the NS4A cofactor (BK strain) showed the same
core structure, but with unfolding of residues 1-30 at the
N-terminus and an altered conformation of residues 60-72 in
the â-hairpin near the NS4A intercalation site [1A1Q].5

Subsequent NMR studies of the solution structure of NS3
protease domain also showed disorder of residues 1-21 and
alteredâ-hairpin conformations [1BT7, 1DXW].6

The NS3 sequences in these three strains are highly homolo-
gous (89-97% pairwise identity), and the protease structures
are very similar for the holoprotein and inhibitor complexes.
Using the original H strain structure as a reference [1A1R], the
seven other H [1N1L, 1RGQ, 1RTL] and J [1DXP, 1DY8,
1DY9, 1W3C] strain structures fit within average RMSDs of
0.43 Å for the CRs and 1.03 Å for all atoms spanning the
common residues 3-175. The BK strain structures [1CU1,
1JXP, 1NS3] have somewhat larger differences from the
reference structure with average RMSDs of 0.83 Å for CRs and
1.34 Å for all atoms.

The binding modes of inhibitors have been elucidated in
multiple structures of inhibitor/protease complexes. The bifunc-
tional protease-helicase is auto-inhibited by binding the six
C-terminal residues of the helicase domain as the P-side product
of the cis cleavage of the NS3-NS4A junction [1CU1].7 The
product peptide binds in an antiparallel direction with five
backbone hydrogen bonds from the P5, P3, and P1 residues to
the edgeâ-strand of the protease domain and also H-bonds from
the terminal carboxylate to the catalytic His57 and the oxyanion
hole. The S5 pocket is formed by three residues from the
helicase domain. Apparently the interactions between the
helicase and the protease domains are easily disrupted because
both the catalytic efficiency and the inhibitor binding strength
are comparable for the full-length NS3/NS4A and the truncated
form missing the helicase domain.8 None of the other structures
include the NS3 helicase domain.

For product-based hexapeptide inhibitors, it has been shown
that optimization of the P6-P1 residues substantially increases
potency.9 Structures of the complexes from NMR and modeling
studies10 as well as in-house crystallographic studies exhibit the
same binding features as the product peptide in the bifunctional
enzyme. A potent, macrocyclic tetrapeptide product inhibitor
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has also been discovered that advanced to proof-of-concept
clinical trials.11,12NMR and crystallographic studies showed that
a close analog of this inhibitor has the same binding mode with
additional interactions from a unique, large P2 group.13,14

Other published structures of inhibitor/protease complexes
feature a covalent bond linking the catalytic Ser139 to one of
four types of electrophile in the inhibitor. First, three ketoacid
complexes of the general type Cap-P3-Leu-F2Abu-CO-COOH
[1DY8, 1DY9, 1W3C] (F2Abu ) 2-amino-4,4-difluoro-butyric
acid) share many features with the product inhibitor complexes.
New features of these inhibitors arise fromsi-face attack on
the keto group by Ser139 to form a tetrahedral adduct. The
oxygen from the keto group H-bonds to His57, and both
carboxylate oxygens form H-bonds to NHs in the oxyanion hole.
The Cap group partially occupies the S4 subsite. Second, the
structure of the protease complexed to a ketoamide inhibitor of
the type Cap-P4-P3-P2-P1-CO-P1′ [1RGQ] shares the backbone
H-bonds and tetrahedral adduct geometry of the ketoacids. In
this case, the CO of the P1-P1′ peptide bond forms two
H-bonds with NHs of the oxyanion hole. The CO group of the
Cap mimics a backbone H-bond of the product inhibitor P5
residue. Brief descriptions have been published of the ketoamide
and side-chain interactions in additional crystal structures of
ketoamide inhibitors complexed with the protease.15-21 Two
inhibitors from this class are currently in clinical trials.22,23 A
third inhibitor type features formation of an acyl enzyme adduct
following attack by Ser139 to open a lactam ring [1N1L, 1RTL].
The lactam CO forms H-bonds in the oxyanion hole, and the
amide NH of the lactam H-bonds to His57. Fourth, a brief
communication has reported the structure of a similar acyl
enzyme from attack of an inhibitor aldehyde group.24

Herein we report the solution of the holo-HCV protease
crystal structure to high resolution using the inactive S139A
mutant. Optimization of ketoamide inhibitors will be traced and
correlated with the structures of the inhibitors and their
complementarity to the enzyme binding site revealed in crystal-
lographic structures of protease/inhibitor complexes. This
process culminated in the discovery of the tripeptide ketoamide,
(1R,5S)-N-[3-amino-1-(cyclobutylmethyl)-2,3-dioxopropyl]-3-
[2(S)-[[[(1,1-dimethylethyl)amino]carbonyl]amino]-3,3-dimethyl-
1-oxobutyl]-6,6-dimethyl-3-azabicyclo[3.1.0]hexan-2(S)-car-
boxamide, (SCH503034, hereafter referred to as Compound19),
which has advanced to clinical trials as a potential treatment
for HCV infections.25

Experimental Section

Cloning, Mutagenesis, and Protein Expression.The catalytic
domain of NS3(1-181) was cloned from cDNA (obtained from
Dr. Charles Rice, Washington University at St. Louis) isolated
from the H77 strain of HCV genotype 1a. The NS3 domain was
fused with a T7 tag (MASMTGGQQMG) at the N-terminus and
with a His tag (GSHHHHHH) at the C-terminus to generate the
protease construct described by Kim et al.4 A mutant NS3 (T7
and His-tagged) protease (Ser139 to Ala139 mutation) was created
using site-directed mutagenesis by the polymerase chain reaction.
Both the native and S139A mutant (T7 and His-tagged) NS3
constructs were subcloned into the pET-3a (Novagen) vector, and
the resulting expression plasmids were then co-transformed with
the pREP4 (Novagen) plasmid into the bacterial host, BLR21(DE3).
Freshly transformedE. coli BLR21(DE3) cells were grown in
LYM-1 media containing 50µg/mL kanamycin and 100µg/mL
ampicillin.

Large-Scale Cell Growth and Protein Purification. E. coli cell
growth and protein purification were performed as previously de-
scribed4 with a few modifications for large scale (100 L) prepara-

tions. The S139A mutant was expressed and purified using
procedures analogous to those for the T7/His-tagged “native”
construct.

Crystallization. The NS3 protease domain was complexed with
the NS4A peptide (KKGSVVIVGRIVLSGKPAIIPKK) at a 1:2
molar ratio and crystallized using a modification of a previously
published protocol.4 The complex was passed through a Pharmacia
Sephacryl S-100 HR16/60 resin equilibrated with 15 mM MES,
pH 6.5, 1.0 M NaCl, 1% (w/v) glycerol, and 10 mMâ-mercapto-
ethanol. The pooled fractions containing the complex were con-
centrated to 10-15 mg/mL using a Millipore Ultrafree Biomax-
5K centrifugal filtration device. Prior to setting up crystallization
trials, the protein solution was centrifuged at 300 000× g for 1 h
at 4 °C. Crystallization was performed by the vapor diffusion
method using hanging drops (4µL protein solution mixed with 4
µL of 0.75-1.00 M NaCl, 0.1 M MES, 0.1 M Na/KPO4, pH 5.6-
6.2) suspended over 1 mL reservoir solutions of 1.25-1.50 M NaCl,
0.1 M MES, 0.1 M Na/KPO4, 5 mM â-mercaptoethanol, pH 5.6-
6.2. All chemical reagents were of the highest quality available.
The trays were incubated at 4°C for 5-7 days to control nucleation,
followed by incubation for 3 weeks at 12°C to maximize crystal
growth. Crystals grew as large as 250µm × 250 µm × 600 µm.
The S139A mutant NS3/NS4A peptide complex crystallized under
conditions analogous to those for the “native” construct and grew
as large as 300µm × 300 µm × 500 µm.

Preparation of Heavy Atom Derivatives.Heavy atom deriva-
tives of crystalline T7/His-tagged NS3/NS4A peptide complex,
grown at pH 6.2, were prepared by soaking in 1 mM K2PtCl4 in
1.7 M NaCl, 0.11 M Na/KPO4, 0.11 M MES, pH 6.2, overnight at
room temperature, soaking in 0.1 mM HgCl2 for 1 h, or soaking
for 1 h in a1:10 dilution of a saturated solution of chloromercuri-
furan in the same buffer. All of the heavy atom compounds were
prepared in 1.7 M NaCl, 0.11 M Na/KPO4, 0.11 M MES, pH 6.2.
The soaked crystals were transferred to a cryo-protectant solution
(1.7 M NaCl, 0.11 M Na/KPO4, 0.11 M MES, pH 6.2, 25%
glycerol), frozen in liquid propane, and stored in a Dewar filled
with liquid nitrogen.

Preparation of Inhibitor Complexes of HCV Protease. All
of the inhibitors for which structures were determined were
dissolved in 100% DMSO to 1-5 mM final concentrations. These
solutions were diluted 1:100 with 1.6 M NaCl, 0.11 M MES, 0.11
M Na/KPO4, pH 5.7, 10 mMâ-mercaptoethanol. Crystals of native
enzyme were transferred into 300µL of the buffered inhibitor
solutions and soaked overnight at room temperature. The crystals
were then transferred to 300µL of 1.6 M NaCl, 0.11 M MES,
0.11 M Na/KPO4, pH 5.7, 10 mMâ-mercaptoethanol, 42% (w/v)
sucrose, prior to freezing in liquid propane.

X-ray Data Collection and Processing. X-ray diffraction
intensities were collected using various detectors and X-ray sources.
The “home sources” have included a Rigaku R-Axis IIC image
plate detector mounted on a Rigaku RU200 rotating anode generator
at 100 mA and 50kV; a Rigaku R-Axis IV image plate detector
mounted on a Rigaku RU-H3R generator; and a Rigaku R-Axis
HTC image plate detector mounted on a Rigaku FR-E generator.
Data were also collected at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron
Source A-1 beamline and at the IMCA-CAT beamlines 17ID and
17BM at the Advanced Photon Source at the Argonne National
Laboratories. The 17ID beamline has employed both a Bruker CCD
and ADSC Q-210 CCD detectors, while a Mar345 and a MarCCD
have been in use at the 17BM beamline. Data were collected to
2.5 Å for the native crystal, 3.5 Å for both the mercury and platinate
derivative crystals, and 2.0 Å for the S139A crystal. Datasets of
crystals soaked with inhibitors were collected to resolutions ranging
from 3.2 to 2.0 Å. Intensities were integrated and scaled using the
HKL and Scalepack programs.26

Structure Solution and Refinement.The crystal structure of
the native HCV protease was determined by multiple isomorphous
replacement (MIR) using the mercury and platinate heavy atom
derivatives. Two major heavy atom sites in the mercury map were
located by inspection of the Harker sections of difference Patterson
maps, which were calculated using a weakly derivatized crystal as
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the native dataset. Minor mercury and platinum sites were located
by difference Fourier methods. Heavy atom phasing, combined with
solvent flattening, resulted in an interpretable 3.2 Å electron density
map in which the domains of the twoâ-barrel regions of the
structure were clearly defined. Local symmetry restraints were
not applied during refinement. At a resolution of 2.5 Å, water
molecules were added.Rfree was closely monitored throughout
the entire structure determination. The structure of the S139A
mutant was determined to be 2.0 Å, with the native structure as a
phasing model using the Xplor program.27 The structures of the
ketoamide inhibitor-protease complexes were determined by
difference Fourier methods using the coordinates of the S139A
structure to generate the calculated amplitudes and phases. This is
the sole use of the S139A mutant structure for the discussions
herein.

Accessible Surface Area and Energy Calculations.The binding
free energy due to the hydrophobic effect is proportional to the
buried surface area.28 The buried surface area was calculated from
the crystal structures of protease/inhibitor complexes using the Sybyl
program package29 and the Connolly molecular surface program.30

Hydrogen atoms were added to the inhibitor and the protease using
standard covalent geometry. Exposed surface areas in the complex
were calculated separately for the P side chain and the S site. For
the uncomplexed state, free surface areas were calculated for the P
side chain and for the S site with the inhibitor removed from the
protease complex. The buried surface area is the difference between
that of the uncomplexed state and that of the complexed state. The
total buried surface area (∆SA) is the sum of that from the P side
chain and the S sites. For inhibitori relative to a reference inhibitor
∆∆SA ) ∆SAi - ∆SAref and the increase in binding affinity due
to the hydrophobic effect is 10(∆∆SA/30Å2).28

Synthesis and Assay of Inhibitors.Chemical synthesis, puri-
fication, and characterization of the inhibitors are described in
another paper.23 The ketoamide inhibitors have reversible tight
binding kinetics. A continuous assay31 was used to determineKi*
values.32

Results

NS3/NS4A Structure.For this study, the HCV protease with
the sequence from the genotype H 1a strain was utilized with
the chain termini, as defined in the Experimental Section.

Crystallization, data collection, and refinement procedures are
also described above. The crystallographic data for the holo
native, the S139A mutant, and for the five protease-inhibitor
complexes structures are presented in Table 1. The structure of
the native protease was solved by MIR, using data from a crystal
that had been weakly derivatized with a mercury compound as
the reference and data from crystals with higher occupancy of
mercury and platinum compounds to define the heavy atom
positions. The native structure was used to solve the S139A
mutant structure, which extends to higher resolution (2.0 Å).
Without the catalytic serine, the S139A mutant of the HCV
NS34A protease is inactive. The current structure of native HCV
protease recapitulates the previously published features of this
chymotrypsin-like serine protease and is nearly identical in
detail. The protein crystallizes as a dimer in the asymmetric
unit. Figure 1 is a ribbon representation of the monomeric

Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics

data set native S139A mutant compound1 compound15 compound19 compound22 compound36

unit cell a ) b )
225.57 Å
c ) 75.72 Å

a ) b )
224.39 Å
c ) 75.33 Å

a ) b )
222.94 Å
c ) 75.16 Å

a ) b )
224.26 Å
c ) 75.45 Å

a ) b )
223.87 Å
c ) 74.96 Å

a ) b )
224.27 Å
c ) 75.21 Å

a ) b )
224.68 Å
c ) 75.60 Å

limiting resolution (Å) 2.5 2.0 2.7 2.25 2.65 2.6 2.7
unique reflections 22 724 46 263 19 638 33 806 20 317 22 055 18 800
avg multiplicity 1.9 2.7 3.6 4.2 5.3 2.2 3.6
completenessa (%) 89.4 (76.3) 94.9 (65.6) 99.7 (99.8) 98.7 (83.1) 97.1 (70.0) 99.0 (99.3) 93.8 (56.4)
Rsym

b (%) 6.6 (27.6) 4.4 (46.4) 5.0 (41.3) 4.7 (41.1) 4.1 (25.7) 6.9 (46.6) 4.3 (26.7)
I/σI 11.7 (2.3) 18.6 (1.4) 23.3 (3.3) 26.4 (2.3) 31.6 (3.5) 11.4 (2.2) 23.8 (2.2)

Refinement Statistics
resolution range (Å) 8.0-2.5 12.0-2.0 8.0-2.7 8.0-2.3 8.0-2.66 8.0-2.6 8.0-2.7
nonhydrogen atoms 2896 2989 2984 2940 2987 2958 3040
Rwork (%) 26.4 26.0 20.4 19.5 18.1 17.6 18.8
Rfree

c(%) 20.3 21.9 25.9 25.8 27.6 28.8 29.3
r.m.s. bond length (Å) 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.008
r.m.s. bond angle (°) 1.9 1.86 1.94 1.98 1.91 1.82 1.84
averageB (Å2) 25.1 24.7 31.8 33.4 39.5 28 35.3

Number of Residues in the Different Regions of the Ramachandran Plot
nonallowed 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
generously allowed 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
additional allowed 63 (11.5%) 55 (8.8%) 58 (10.0%) 43 (6.7%) 64 (10.7%) 67 (12.3%) 53 (9.7%)
most favored 481 (88.5%) 574 (91.2%) 523 (90.0%) 603 (93.3%) 530 (89%) 480 (87.7%) 492 (90.3%)
PDB ID number 2OBQ 2O8M 2OC1 2OC0 2OC8 2OBO 2OC7

a Values reported are overall and the values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.b Rsym is defined as∑|I - <I>|/∑I, whereI ) observed
intensity,<I> ) average over Friedel and symmetry equivalents.c Rfree was calculated with 4% of the data. All reflections within the specified resolution
ranges were used in the refinement.

Figure 1. Ribbon drawing of HCV NS3/4A protease domain. (A) The
tertiary structure of a monomer of the protease domain is presented as
a ribbon drawing. The ribbon progresses through a rainbow coloring
starting with a blue N terminus and ending with an orange C-terminus.
The NS4A peptide is shown in red. (B) The view is zoomed on the
active site. The side chains of the active site triad are shown as ball-
and-stick models with dark blue sticks and a standard atom specific
coloring for the balls. Inhibitor1 is represented as a ball-and-stick
model, with the carbon atoms and all the bonds pink, nitrogens are
dark blue, and oxygens are red. The orientation of the view of the
protease is the same in both panels. These figures were generated using
the program Molscript.33
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structure showing strandâE2 poised to accept hydrogen bonds
from an antiparallel strand in substrates or inhibitors and the
4A peptide intercalated into the structure near the binding site.
A close-up view of bound inhibitor 1 shows the Asp-His-Ser
catalytic triad (Figure 1B). When the same reference structure
as in the Introduction is used [1A1R], the current structure has
RMSDs of 0.19 Å for CRs and 1.10 Å for all atoms. The native
and mutant structures are essentially identical; RMSDs between
the two current structures are 0.17 Å for CRs and 0.76 Å for
all atoms. Because the structure of the S139A mutant is refined
to higher resolution than the native structure, it was used as the
starting point in solving structures of subsequent protease-
inhibitor complexes by difference Fourier methods. However,
because the ketoamide inhibitors form a reversible covalent bond
with the active site serine139, their protease complexes were
generated by soaking the inhibitors into crystals of the catalyti-
cally competent, native enzyme.

Substrate Binding Site.Figure 2A shows the protein surface
with subsites labeled. The surface is rather flat with minor sur-
face depressions. S1 is the largest and best defined cavity. Our
discovery process from an initial ketoamide-containing undeca-
peptide lead through P3-P2′ derived pentapeptide mimics and
ultimately to the tripeptide P3-P1 mimic,19, is traced in anoth-
er paper.23 Herein, the structural path is traced beginning with
Inhibitor 1, a pentapeptide ketoamide inhibitor. To illuminate
this path, complete crystallographic data are given for five bench-
mark protease-inhibitor complexes (Table 1). In all cases, only
one of the two protease molecules in the asymmetric unit is
complexed with an inhibitor. The coordinates of these five
structures and the two holo-enzyme structures have been
deposited in the PDB. To buttress the analysis based on these
key structures (Table 2), dozens of unpublished protease-
inhibitor structures were also used. The chemical structures and

residue names for the entities used at inhibitor subsites are
defined in Table 3.

The structure derived from a crystal soaked with1 shows a
covalent complex with the inhibitor that spans subsites S4-
S2′. The aliphatic cap of1 is analogous to IBoc-Val as P4-P3.
The si-face attack of Ser139 yields a stable tetrahedral inter-
mediate with a covalent bond from Ser Oγ to the keto carbon
and with the keto oxyanion hydrogen bonded to His57. The P1
amide carbonyl oxygen is in the oxyanion hole H-bonding to
the NHs of Gly137 and Ser139 (Figure 3). Canonical backbone
H-bonds are formed: P3CO-Ala157NH, P1NH-Arg155CO,
P2′NH-Thr42CO, and P2′CO-Thr42NH. P3 lacks an amide NH,
so the usual P3NH-Ala157CO H-bond is missing. The inhibitor

Figure 2. Connolly surface representations of the protease domain. A
stereo presentation of the Connolly surface of a monomer of the HCV
NS3/4A protease domain. The C-terminal nine residues on the NS4A
peptide have been removed for clarity. The protein is a dimer in the
crystal. Panel A: The surface of the protein from its complex with1.
The S4-S2′ binding pockets are labeled in red. Panel B: The bound
inhibitor 1 is shown as a ball-and-stick model, with the carbons in
orange, the nitrogens in blue, and the oxygens in red. These figures
were generated using the program InsightII.34

Table 2. Protease-Inhibitor Crystal Structures Presented Herein
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side chains bind in surface pockets that are primarily hydro-
phobic, with the S1 pocket being the largest and deepest (Figure
2B). The residues that define each of the binding subsites are
shown in Figure 4 and Table 4. The polar head groups of protein
residues in the binding site interact with each other or with
solvent. Compared to the structures of the holo-enzyme, there
are only a few adjustments of side-chain conformations upon
complexing1. Side chains that adjust include Arg123, Ile132,
Lys136, Arg155, Cys159, and Asp168. Analysis of 21 additional
protease-inhibitor complexes reveals that these are the only
side chains that adjust from the holo-enzyme structures (Figure

5A). Arg155 and Cys159 have a single conformation in all of
the complexes (Table 5). Arg155 shifts from no intramolecular
polar interactions to a position in which it forms a salt bridge
with Asp81 of the catalytic triad. Cys159 shifts to enlarge the

Table 3. Residue Names and Chemical Structures

Figure 3. Canonical backbone H-bonding interactions. The schematic
drawing demonstrates the H-bonding interactions that form between
the protease strand E2 and peptidic inhibitor molecules. The G137 and
S139 backbone NHs forming the oxyanion hole are also shown.

Figure 4. Stereoview of the inhibitor binding site. Stereo of the
inhibitor binding pocket in an atom-colored stick representation with
sub-sites labeled (InsightII34).

Table 4. Side chains Forming Binding Subsites

S4 R123, A156,a V158, D168

S3 I132,a A157,a C159
S2 H57, D81, R155, A156a

S1 I132,a L135, K136,a G137,a S138,a S139,a F154, A157
S1′ Q41,a G137,a S138,a S139a

S2′ Q41,a T42, R109, K136a

a Part of two binding sites.
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S3 pocket. Arg123 and Asp168 have correlated conformational
changes in the complexes to form either a bidentate salt bridge
as in the holo-enzyme or a monodentate salt bridge. Ile132 has
one dominant value ofø1 (approximately-170) but assumes
all three staggeredø2 values. The conformation of Lys136 is
highly variable and its side-chain atoms have high B-values.

In the SBD of potent tripeptide inhibitors, P1 and P2 were
found to give the biggest incremental increases in potency.
Experimental inhibition constants are given for various P1
residues in Table 6. For acyclic residues (inhibitors2-10), Nva
gives the most potent inhibitor. Examination of crystal structures

shows that Abu is too short to fill the S1 pocket, Nva fills the
pocket more completely and Nle fills the pocket completely
but causes some steric and torsional strain. Leu withγ-branching
has about the same activity as Nle, but additional branching in
t-Bua ort-Bug gives compounds with no measurable inhibition.
Including both the cyclic and the acyclic residues,c-Pra and
c-Bua are optimal. Cyclization removes the torsional penalty
for binding eclipsed conformations of the side chains.c-Bua
completely fills S1. In the protease-14 complex, Ile132 and
Lys136 adjust to make the pocket smaller so thatc-Pra also
completely fills S1. The slight size increase upon changing the
distal CH2 to CF2 gives a significant loss in potency for both
of these cyclic side chains (Compare18/20 and19/21 pairs in
Table 6). For a subset of these inhibitors, which are defined by
the generic formulat-Boc-Cha-(dimethyl-cyclopropyl)Pro-P1-
CONH2 and span a 30-fold range in potency, the relationship
between inhibitor potency and surface area buried by P1 was
examined. Because the structure of the S1 pocket varies
somewhat even with the same P1, averages were computed for
each P1, using 4-7 crystal structures related to the generic
formula. Lacking a crystal structure with an Abu side chain at
P1, the buried surface area was estimated by removing the
terminal methyl group from Nva. Using this modeled Abu
inhibitor as a reference, the relative experimentalKi* values
were predicted by the differential buried surface area within a
factor of 0.3-1.1 for Nva,c-Pra, andc-Bua (Table 7) but 0.1
for Nle, a 10-fold discrepancy. Nle buries as much surface area
as c-Bua but has introduced significant strain energy in both
its conformation and that of S1, counteracting the favorable
hydrophobic binding energy.

S2 is a partially closed cavity bounded on two sides by the
faces of His57 and Arg155, while the Ala156 methyl group
provides a small knob on a third side. The cavity is open toward
the inhibitor backbone. His57 and Arg155 make polar interac-
tions within or parallel to the cavity walls; these side chains do
not project potential H-bonding groups into the cavity. This
small cavity is filled by the Câ and Cδ atoms of P2 leucine in

Figure 5. Protease-19complex. Both panels are stereo representations.
Panel A: The bulk of the protein is shown as a Connolly surface, while
residues that undergo rotations upon forming a complex with the
inhibitor are shown as sticks in atom specific coloring (green for carbon,
red for oxygen, and blue for nitrogen) and dotted Connolly surfaces.
The positions of the side chains in the holo-protease are shown as purple
sticks. Panel B: Close-up of19 in the binding site in stick form with
colors: nitrogens (blue), oxygens (red), protein carbons (gray), and
inhibitor carbons (green). Key residues forming the pockets are labeled
with the single letter amino acid codes and their numbers. The oxyanion
hole is labeled as OX.

Table 5. Average Torsions for Variable Side-Chain Conformations
Observed in the Crystal Structures of 21 Protease-Inhibitor Complexesa

side chain conf.

# crystal
structures
examined Chi1 Chi2 Chi3 Chi4

Arg123 holo 186 177 -75 -146
A 9 187 175 -70 -157
B 4 -69 -69 -167 78

Ile132 holo -189 60
A 10 -169 58
B 4 -149 -74
C 3 -182 -164

Lys136 holo -147 151 58 60
A 5 -170 -162 -188 165
B 4 -182 61 -173 180
C 7 -72 -169 -179 155

Arg155 holo -173 -177 63 75
A 17 -177 -171 177 -97

Cys159 holo 31
A 19 58

Asp168 holo -71 140
A 13 -175 85
B 8 -79 156

a Ile132: Chi1) NCaCbCg1, Chi2) CaCbCg1Cd1. Asp132: Chi2)
CaCbCgOd2.

Table 6. P1 Structure-Activity Relationship

cmpd P1 P3 X Ki*

2 Abu Chg O 740
3 Nva Chg N 54
4 Nva Chg O 100
5 Nva t-Bug O 220
6 Nle t-Bug O 360
7 Leu Chg O 400
8 Leu t-Bug O 480
9 t-Bua t-Bug O >3300

10 t-Bug t-Bug O >69 000
11 c-Prg t-Bug N 1600
12 c-Bug t-Bug N 100
13 c-Peg t-Bug N 1800
14 c-Pra Chg O 25
15 c-Bua Chg O 25
16 c-Pea Chg O 150
17 Cha Chg O >12 000
18 c-Pra t-Bug N 13
19 c-Bua t-Bug N 14
20 c-Pra-F2 t-Bug N 50
21 c-Bua-F2 t-Bug N 115
22 c-Pra t-Bug O 57
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1 (Figure 2). P2 proline rigidifies the backbone in the bound
conformation, but lacks the Cδ contacts of leucine and loses
about 5-fold in potency. Lacking analogs for direct comparison,
this conclusion is based on affinity ratios for Leu/DMCP (cmpds
28/5) versus Pro/DMCP (cmpds26/19). Proline was used as a
scaffold for rigid leucine analogs culminating in19 with
dimethylcyclopropylproline (DMCP; Table 8). The rigid DMCP
fills S2 better than leucine and gives a substantial increase in
potency (70-fold relative to Leu, 350-fold relative to Pro).
Replacing the two distal methyl groups with isosteric chlorines
gives an inhibitor with equal potency. The difluoro analog is
too small to completely fill S2 and loses potency. The
dimethylfuranylproline (DMFP,25) and the 1-oxo-2-dimethyl-
cyclobutylproline analogs (ODBP,35, 36) will be discussed
below. Inhibitor potency versus surface area buried by P2 was
examined for inhibitors that span a 90-fold potency range and
have the generic formulat-Bu-urea-Bug-P2-c-Bua-CONH2.
Comparison of multiple crystal structures with the same P2
showed little variation in S2. The reference surface area for a
Pro as residue P2 was calculated as an average of two crystal
structures, but all other values were calculated from a single-
crystal structure related to the generic formula for each P2. The
relative potency of the cyclopropyl-Pro inhibitors is underes-
timated by a factor of 4-8 by the buried surface area (Table
9). By contrast, the relative potencies of the Leu, DMFP, and
ODBP are overestimated by a factor of 3-20. For Leu, the lower
potency is thought to arise from its greater backbone and side-

chain flexibility. DMFP and ODBP have comparable rigidity
to the cyclopropylproline-containing inhibitors DMCP and
DCCP and bury comparable amounts of nonpolar surface.
Compared to DMCP, the two methyl groups are shifted by 0.5
and 1.3 Å in ODBP and 0.8 and 1.8 Å in DMFP. For ODBP
versus DMCP, the proline ring atoms Cγ, Cδ, and N shift by
0.5, 0.8, and 0.3 Å, respectively. Perhaps these shifts weaken
binding interactions or are indicative of bicyclic ring strain in
the bound conformation, but the reasons for the lower potency
of DMFP and ODBP are difficult to pinpoint via molecular
mechanics calculations or geometric considerations.

S3 is a small depression bounded by Ile132, Ala157, and
Cys159. For the three P3 groups considered, the experimental
potency varies only 8-fold (Table 10). Correlations between
buried surface area and potency were examined for inhibitors
of the generic formulat-Bu-urea-P3-DMCP-P1-CONH2, with
P1 ) c-Pra orc-Bua (generally these two P1s give equipotent
inhibitors). Because S3 is somewhat variable, buried surface
areas were calculated as averages of two to three structures.
Val binds with the two methyls of its isopropyl group forming
a “V” pointing away from the surface and the hydrogen pointed
down (Figure 2B). Together these two methyls bury about as
much surface area as a single fully buried methyl (30 Å2; Table
10).28 Chg buries more surface area, leading to a prediction of

Table 7. P1 Buried Surface Area-Activity Relationship

cmpd # P1 P3 Ki*
total
SA ∆SA

Ki* SA,
rel

Ki* exp,
rel

Ki*
exp/SA

2 Abu Chg 740 82 0 1 1 1
4 Nva Chg 100 120 38 18 7 0.4

22a Nle Chg 160 136 54 63 5 0.1
14 c-Pra Chg 25 125 43 27 30 1.1
15 c-Bua Chg 25 141 59 93 30 0.3
5 Nva t-Bug 220
6 Nle t-Bug 360

a Inhibitor 22 was not synthesized. ItsKi* was estimated from that of6
and the 2.2-fold decrease inKi* for Chg relative tot-Bug (ratio ofKi*s for
5/4).

Table 8. P2 Structure-Activity Relationship

cmpd P2 Ki*

19 DMCP 14
23 DCCP 19
24 DFCP 140
25 DMFP 500
26 Pro 5000
37 ODBP 960

Table 9. P2 Buried Surface Area-Activity Relationship

cmpd P2 X Ki*
total

buried
∆ from

Pro

rel
Ki*
SA

rel
Ki*
exp

Ki*
exp/SA

26 Pro NH 5000 25a 0 1 1 1
27b Leu NH 1000 63 38 19 5 0.3
19 DMCP NH 14 83 58 86 360 4.1
23 DCCP NH 19 70 45 32 260 8.1
24 DFCP NH 140 51 26 7 36 4.8
25 DMFP NH 500 78 53 60 10 0.2
37 ODBP NH 960 85 60 100 5 0.05
5 DMCP O 220

28 Leu O 15 000

a Average from two structures.b Inhibitor 27 was not synthesized. Its
Ki* was estimated from that of28and the 16-fold decrease inKi* for t-butyl
urea relative tot-Boc (ratio ofKi*s for 5/19).

Table 10. P3 Buried Surface Area-Activity Relationship

cmpd P1 P3 Ki*
buried

SA
∆SA vs

Val

Ki*
SA,
rel

Ki*
exp,
rel

Ki*
exp/SA

29 c-Pra Val 100 37 0 1.0 1 1.0
30 c-Pra Chg 50 55 18 4.0 2 0.5
19 c-Bua t-Bug 14 34 -3 0.8 7 9.0
18 c-Pra t-Bug 13 34 -3 0.8 8 9.7
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a modest potency increase as observed experimentally.t-Bug
buries about the same surface area as Val, but largely by means
of the third methyl group that points directly toward the enzyme
surface (Figure 5). The 8-fold increase in potency oft-Bug over
Val inhibitors is under predicted by a factor of 10 from the
buried surface area. Whent-Bug is compared to Chg, its smaller
buried surface area should give 5-fold less potency, but it is
4-fold more potent with thet-butyl-urea cap (Table 10) and
2-fold less potent with thet-Boc cap (Table 7). These potency
differences are comparable to the experimental error of 2-3-
fold. The greater than expected activity of thet-Bug-containing
inhibitors is probably due to greater rigidity and decreased
entropic penalty for binding, which are apparently more
important factors than buried surface area in the optimization
of the P3 side chain.

The t-butyl-urea cap of19 occupies S4. It affords about a
3-fold increase in potency over a conventional P4, such as
N-acetyl-Val in 35, while reducing the molecular weight and
the number of amide bonds. Both urea NHs H-bond to Ala157
CO, and this gives a 2-fold increase in potency compared to
t-Boc. In the series Cap-Chg-DMCP-c-Pra-CONH2, where Cap
) ROCO, the progressive 30-fold increase in potency for R)
Me, Et, i-Pr, andt-Bu is well predicted by the increased buried
surface area, which was modeled based on the structure of the
Cap ) t-Boc inhibitors (Table 11). Although Ac-Val buries
slightly more surface area, it gives a less potent inhibitor than
t-Boc. Boc binds in a somewhat different location than Val,
shifted toward the top of the binding pocket and also would
have a lower entropic penalty for binding.

The optimized tripeptide inhibitor19, t-Bu-urea-t-Bug-
DMCP-c-Bua-CONH2, is highly potent, with aKi* of 14 nM.
The structure of its complex with protease (Figure 5) shows
each residue interacting with its binding subsite. Notable ele-
ments arec-Bua, filling the S1 cavity, and DMCP, binding to the
S2 surface as well as buttressing the catalytic triad in its active
conformation. Rearrangements of the protease side chains from
the holo-form to the inhibitor complex are shown (Figure 5A)
as well as all of the side chains in the binding pocket (Figure
5B). Features that contribute to binding include the formation
of a reversible covalent bond, hydrogen bonds, and the hydro-
phobic effect of burying nonpolar surface area. Nonpolar side

chains were varied systematically in the discovery process, cul-
minating in the burial of 310 Å2 of combined inhibitor and
enzyme surface area, with about half from each source in the
protease-19 complex (Figure 6).c-Bua at P1 is 80% buried
and contributes the largest factor to binding, followed by P2, P3,
and P3-cap. The latter three groups are only∼40% buried,
which highlights the exposed nature of this protease binding
site.

Discussion

Crystallographic structures of protease-inhibitor complexes
provided a basis for interpreting each inhibitor’s potency relative
to its complementarity to the protease binding site. Optimizing
the fit of P1 and P2 to their subsites was especially important.
The open nature of the protease binding site limited the
noncovalent affinity that could be obtained. This lower affinity
was compensated by forming a covalent adduct between the
keto amide of the inhibitors and the active site serine. The
optimized tripeptide was substantially lower in molecular weight
than the original undecapeptide lead inhibitors. The physical
and pharmacological properties of19 were also optimized.23

This compound has successfully completed phase I clinical
studies and has advanced to phase II as a potential treatment
for hepatitis C infections.25
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